CLaRIS is the county land records website that should be used in order to research the pertinent information that is
needed for the request form. Below are basic instructions on how to use CLaRIS and what information is accessible
through this portal.
The home page for CLaRIS provides numerous ways that the property can be searched. You can use the Real ID, current
and past PIN numbers, current and past owners, plat and deed references, address and descriptions. The home page
looks like this:

Choose the search that you would like to use and it will then provide you with the matching information that the county
has on record. That information will then open up to the following webpage that displays that basic information and
also provides blue tabs across the top that can be accessed to obtain more specific information.

PARCEL INFO is the default first screen that will be displayed
OWNER INFO will display the current owner, and will also list all of the known past owners (this may not always
be all of the owners associated with the property)
HISTORY will display any changes to the property that resulted in a change of ID number and
PIN numbers. It will allow you to view the plat for each of these changes that occurred
map form).
PHOTOS will let you view any photos that have been uploaded to the county in
association with the property.
SITE ADDRESSES will display any current associated addresses
that the property may have.

On the bottom of every tabbed page (PARCEL, OWNER INFO, HISTORY, PHOTOS, SITE ADDRESSES) there is a link to
access the property HISTORY CARD. This history card is the card that was used to record property information before
the use of electronic files. It may be helpful in researching older properties.

If you are wanting to find out how many bedrooms that a house is permitted to have, then use the left side of the page
to access the side tools for detailed information.
DEED – provides the scanned deed that was filed for the property
PLAT – provides an aerial view of the property
VIEW MAP – this will take you to the GIS county website
TAX CARD – this will give you the appraisal card, including the NUMBER OF BEDROOMS

